TOOL TESTS

REVIEWER // Matt Page

Imex LX25P Laser

T

he magnetic and self-levelling
Imex LX25P laser showed up
at a great time for me this issue.
There were plenty of jobs that this tool
was going to be tested on including
external cladding, V-groove ceiling and
installation of a bifold door.
I set up the laser then set the square line
along the ceiling – it was so easy to use.
Depending on which application you want
the laser for there’s a vertical/horizontal
line or five dot lasers to choose from...
or you can use them all at once! When
not in use there is a lever that keeps the
internal pendulum locked.
On a sunny day the laser is still very

bright, but with the red laser glasses
and laser target it is even easier to see
and more accurate.
The included base for the laser is also
pretty cool and with its strong magnets,
set up time is really quick. It is also
great for applications where the laser is
needed higher than your tripod will reach,
including ceilings, high walls or tiling jobs.
The accuracy of the laser is good at
+/- 2mm over 10m, which isn't bad for
most applications. It’s also compatible
with the optional detector, which will boost
your working distance.
Overall the Imex LX25P is a great laser
in a very compact package.
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Operator Comments Report

STAR RATING
(Out of five)

BALANCE

Good self-levelling accuracy

★★★★

DESIGN

Great design, easy set-up

★★★★

ERGONOMICS

Easy to hold and re-adjust

★★★★

SPEEDS

Makes jobs fast with quick set-up

★★★★

BATTERY RUN TIME

Great – depends on how many lasers used

★★★★★

POWER AND TORQUE

Powerful tool!

★★★★

RECHARGE TIME

Depends on batteries

★★★★

VIBRATION

Zero

★★★★

EASE OF OPERATION

Easy

★★★★

PRICE

Price on request

ACCESSORIES

Laser glasses, magnetic base, hard case, reflector, optional
outdoor detector

OVERALL LIKES

Easy-to-use bright laser, good set-up and compact case with
accessories

★★★★★

OVERALL DISLIKES

Overall star rating
Very nice laser. I’m a little sad I don’t own one.
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